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In the days before electric lighting and air 
conditioning, skylights served three important 
functions. Firstly, they provided much-needed 
light to windowless interior spaces such 
as stairwells, lofts and hallways. Secondly, 
when fitted with operable windows, they 
increased summertime comfort by improving 
air circulation. Indeed, an early form of air 
conditioning in the Deep South consisted of 
mounting gas burners around the opening of 
the skylight. The hot air generated by the flames 
would induce a draft from floor to ceiling that 

made muggy, breezeless nights bearable. Finally, 
when fitted with a lower panel of ornamental 
glass (the “laylight”), skylights added a sparkle of 
multicolored beauty to the ceilings of Victorian 
hallways, parlors and reading rooms. Despite 
these advantages, the skylight began to fall out 
of fashion during the first half of the twentieth 
century when houses became smaller and 
equipped with electrically powered lights and 
fans. Earlier skylights were also susceptible to 
leaks, condensation, and cold, not to mention the 
danger posed by breakable glass overhead.

By Robert Pelletier
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Today’s skylights have greatly improved in weather-tightness, energy 
efficiency, safety and durability over period nineteenth century units 
or the leaky bargain-price plastic skylights of even a few decades ago. 
Numerous framing and glazing materials are available, and contemporary 
skylights come in a wide variety of shapes and sizes. Owners of period 
homes with original skylights in need of repair can now find replacements 
that match the style of the originals, or they may opt for restoration 
of their period units. Before you undertake either replacement or 
renovation, there are a few things you should know. 

A History of Skylights
Thomas Jefferson was one of America’s first architects to incorporate 
skylights into his designs. So enamored was he with rooms awash with 
natural light that he installed some thirteen skylights (all of which 
opened with a counterweight) in his home at Monticello. Skylights of 
the late 1800s were simple affairs with wood frames, overlapping glass 

panes and vertical muntins to prevent water from pooling on the panes. 
With the industrialization of the nineteenth century came skylights made 
of metal, primarily copper, galvanized steel or wrought iron that were 
manufactured in a wide array of shapes. Hipped, domed, gabled and 
pyramid skylights were available as stock items in catalogues for ridges 
and flat roofs, while flat skylights were placed on sloped roofs. Special 
fluted glass, up to an inch thick, with embedded wire, guarded against 
falling branches and hail. 

The late nineteenth century saw the adornment of ceilings in upscale 
homes with domed or oval panels of leaded stained glass. These 
ornamental panels were too fragile to withstand the weather and were 
protected by a skylight that diffused the natural light. Some of the most 
opulent stained glass laylights were designed by Louis Comfort Tiffany, 
and even Frank Lloyd Wright designed entire ceilings in earth-toned 
geometric patterns of glass.

Gable-end style skylights 
are ideal for roofs with little 
or no pitch. The sloping 
glass sheds water while the 
high curb keeps the glass 
from being buried in snow.  
 
Photo courtesy of New England 
Skylights.
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Interior Matters
If you are considering installation of a skylight, consider the interior 
space. In most cases, there should be a living space directly below the 
skylight. For example, skylights are easily installed when there is a 
ceiling under a roof, such as a cathedral ceiling. In some cases, there is 
attic space between the roof and the ceiling, which means that a “light 
well” will have to be constructed to conduct the light through the 
intervening space, thereby increasing installation costs. An alternative 
to the regular framed skylight is the tubular skylight, consisting of 
a semicircular clear plastic dome that is mounted on the roof and a 
flexible metal tube with a highly reflective interior to transmit the 
light inside. Tubular skylights are a popular way to introduce natural 
light into cramped spaces like closets and narrow hallways, and the 
flexible tube can snake around obstacles like roof trusses, plumbing 
and air ducts. From the exterior, tubular skylights are comparatively 
unobtrusive and have less of a visual impact when installed on period 
homes than conventional skylights. A light can also be inserted into the 
tube to transform the skylight into a ceiling light at night.

Installing skylights in high humidity environments like bathrooms and 
kitchens can pose condensation problems, for installing a “roof window” 
represents a major breach in a home’s thermal envelope. One way to 
reduce condensation is proper ventilation. Vent fans should provide one 
cubic foot per minute of air circulation for every square foot of floor 
area, or about eight air changes per hour. The Home Ventilating Institute 
(www.hvi.org) provides useful tips for properly sizing a vent fan.
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Another approach to reduce condensation and heat loss is by installing an 
internal storm window over the skylight opening: this can be as simple as 
a do-it-yourself sash with clear heat-shrink plastic, or an opulent stained 
glass laylight. Interior storms can be “dressed up” by adding homemade 
clip-on fretwork: for example, adding a neoclassical bulls eye window 
design to a circular tube skylight. However, an interior storm window is 
an option only for fixed skylights and not venting skylights. The light-
transmitting tubes of tubular skylights should be properly insulated where 
they pass through unheated spaces to prevent condensation problems. 
Skylights should always have built-in condensation channels or gutters to 
control moisture accumulation. 

One clear advantage of new skylights over period single-paned units is 
the availability of various insulated glazing options. Double-paned glazing 
is the norm in today’s skylights, but Energy Star-rated triple glazing can 
increase insulating efficiency over double-glazing by up to 55 percent. 

A thin silver coating on the glass can block up to 95 percent of UV light, 
thereby reducing fading of fabrics and flooring, and it can also reduce 
the heat gain (a significant consideration on blazing summer days) by up 
to 69 percent. If heat buildup and fading become issues, internal shades 
or screens can be added that can be adjusted with a telescopic pole. 
Another insulating option if the view is not a consideration is double-
glazed skylights with a layer of silica aerogel sandwiched between the 
glass. The aerogel is a translucent, ultra-lightweight solid spongelike 
material that is mold- and moisture resistant and more than doubles 
the thermal value of typical insulated glass. Because it is translucent, it 
provides glare-free diffused sunlight, offers some privacy, reduces sound 
transmission and does not appreciably reduce light transmission. The 
National Fenestration Rating Council (wwwnfrc.org) provides ratings of 
thermal efficiencies (U-values) as well as heat and light transmission rates 
of various skylights.
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To improve air circulation, some homeowners choose to install vented 
skylights. These can be opened manually with a crank and a telescoping 
pole or remotely from a wall switch or hand-held remote. A note of 
caution: a forgotten opened skylight is an invitation to rain damage 
from sudden summer downpours. To prevent such mishaps (barring a 
power outage), some manufacturers offer self-closing skylights with rain 
sensors. Venting skylights should also be fitted with mosquito screens to 
exclude unwanted flying guests.

The View From the Outside
Always consider what a skylight will look like from the outside, especially 
if you’re considering adding our to a period house. Traditional skylights 
blended in with the particular character of the roof and were often 
integrated into prominent roof features like belvederes and cupolas. 
Otherwise, they were kept out of sight. Contemporary building styles 
are much more forgiving of skylights, although they still should not be a 
dominant feature or appear to have been popped in as an afterthought.

When choosing a type of glazing, consider the likelihood of breakage 
from falling branches, hail or even large fruit. Acrylic is lightweight and 
can have two to three times the impact resistance of double-strength 
window glass, and up to five times the resistance of wire glass. “Impact-
modified” acrylics are fire rated and offer ten times (or more) resistance 
than double strength window glass. On the negative side, some acrylics 
are prone to scratching and can discolor over time.

If you live in an exceptionally windy area, such as a wind-buffeted 
mountain ridge, you might consider hurricane-resistant glass, consisting 
of heat-strengthened glass bonded with layers of polyvinyl butyral resin to 
prevent scattering of glass and water penetration in the event of breakage.
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Installation 
In the snowy North Country, curb skylights are recommended: that is, 
the glass is mounted on side walls, or curbs, to keep the opening clear 
of running water and accumulated snow. However, unless a skylight is 
mounted on a ridge or other rooftop location, it will create an obstacle 
to water runoff. Careful flashing is critical in preventing leaks. Some 
makers offer skylights with integrated flexible gaskets and seals that 
can eliminate leaks. However, even the best skylight can leak if the roof 

pitch is insufficient. Some makers suggest a minimum 3 in 12 pitch for 
flat skylights: otherwise, other styles such as hipped or gabled with high 
curbs may be necessary. Furthermore, even with an adequate pitch, wide 
skylights (over two feet) present enough of an obstacle for sliding snow 
and rainwater runoff to invite leakage. In such cases, a “cricket” should be 
installed on the uphill side of the skylight to divert water to either side. 
(Crickets are also used around wide chimneys.)
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Today’s new, narrower skylights will fit between standard 16- or 
24-inch roof framing. However, if rafters have to be cut, the rafters 
on either side must be double up and a header added to the top and 
bottom of an opening. However, on no account should trusses be 
severed to install extra-wide skylights. Instead, gang several smaller 
units together to create a larger window instead of compromising the 
roof ’s load carrying capacity.

Old, But Not Necessarily Obsolete
Original, period skylights may look like they’re ready for retirement 
after a century of neglect and weathering. However, restoring a period 
skylight can be more cost effective and architecturally appropriate than 
popping in a modern off-the-shelf unit. They can last a long time if 
properly inspected and painted regularly, and installing internal storms 
can mitigate heat loss and condensation problems. However, some 
homeowners may choose to replace their aged skylights with modern 
reproductions made of low maintenance copper and more energy 
efficient glazing, although some homeowners will opt to re-install their 
original textured wire glass in a new frame.

Although modest in size, the pyramid style skylight 
 on this deck provides a lot of light to the living  
spaces below. 

Photo courtesy of New England Skylights.
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Sources
Here are but a few of the many sources of stock and custom 
skylights.

Bristolite Daylighting Systems. A wide array of contemporary 
skylights with glass, acrylic or polycarbonate glazing and 
insulating silica aerogel. www.bristolite.com. 800-854-8618.

Glass House LLC. Standard and custom skylights with 

aluminum or copper-covered wood framing. www.
glasshouseusa.com. 860-974-1665.

New England Skylights. Design, fabrication and restoration of 
traditional skylights. 774-278-1098.

Wasco Skylights. Double-glazed, triple glazed and aerogel 
filled skylights and tubular skylights. www.wascoproducts.
com. 800-388-0293.

These small, visually 
unobtrusive flat style skylights 
provide supplemental natural 
light to the second floor.  
 
Photo: Robert Pelletier.
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